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1 Introduction 

Optica.lly induced birefringence of an isotropic medium subjected to a strong 

optical field is a well known fact [l, 2]. Such phenomena like the optical Kerr effect and 

self-induced ellipse rotation can be explained without recourse to field quantization. On 

the other hand, if a strong optical field propagating through a nonlinear Kerr medium is 

treated as a quantum field some new phenomena, like photon antibunching [3]- [5] and 

squeezing [G], can appear. Since Kerr media are als~ considered as suitable candidates 

for performing quantum 11011-clemolition mea.surements [7, 8], there is growing interest 

in revealing those aspects of nonlinear propagation that arc directly related to the 

quantum properties of the field. 

The polarization state of light propagating through a nonlinear Kerr medium can be 

effectively described in tcnm of the Stokes parameters. The Stokes parameters, which 

are real numbers in the classical description of the field, become Hermitian operators in 

the quantum description. On ha.ving defined the Stokes operators, which are quantum 

mechanical observables, one is naturally led to address the problem of quantum fluc

tuations in these quantities as well as quantum field effects on the polarization state of 

the field propagating in a Kerr medium. Quantum fluctuations in th~ Stokes param

eters of strong light propagating in an isotropic nonlinear medium have recently been 

discussed by Tanas and Kielich [9], who treated the medium as ideally transparent, 

i.e., without losses. Quantum evolution of the field propagating in a Kerr medium has 

been also considered by Agarwal and Puri [IO]. Quite recently, Chaturvedi and Srini

vasan [11) using the thermofiekl dynamics notation have found the exact solution of 

the master equation for coupled nonlinear oscillators. This solution can be adopted to 

describe propagation of elliptically polarized light in a Kerr medium with dissipation. 

An approximate approach based on the Heisenberg-Langevin equations of motion for 

the operators of the two coupled nonlinear oscillators was given earlier by Hora.k and 

Perina [12]. 

In this paper we apply the soluti~n of Chaturvedi and Srinivasan [ll] to study 



quantum fluctuations of the Stokes parameters and the polarization state of strong 

light propagating in a nonlinear Kerr medium with dissipation. Even including (linear) 

losses, the exact analytical formulas describing the expectation values and variances of 

the Stokes operators are derived. The results obtained in this pa.per are gcncraforntions 

of earlier results by Tanas and Kielich [9] into the case of a medium with dissipation. 

2 · The master equation and its solution 

Quantum properties of elliptically polarized light propagating in an isotropic 11on

linear Kerr medium can be described by the following effective interaction Hamiltonian 

[4, 9, 10] 

H I " { t2 2 t2 2 4 z t t } 
1 = !?',. a+ a+ + a_ a_ + < a+_a_a_a+ , (l) 

where a± are the annihilation operators of the circularly right ( +) and left ( - ) polarized 

modes both of frequency w, the nonlinear coupling constant ,.. is real and is given by 

[4, 9] 

V ( 21rnw )
2 

K = fl, n2(w)V 2Xxyxy(w) (2) 

with V denoting the quantization volume, n(w)- the linear refractive index of the 

medium, Xxyxy(w )- the third-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the medium. The 

parameter din equation (1) is defined by [4] · 

2d = l + Xxxyy(w) 
Xxyxy(w) 

(:{) 

and describes the asymmetry of the nonlinear properties of the mediulll. RitzP [5] 

has calculated this a.symmetry parameter for atoms with a degenerate onc-plwton 

transition obtaining the results 

d = { (2J - 1)(2J + 3)/[2(2J2 + 2J + l)] 
(2J2 + 3)/[2(6J2 

- l)] 

for J +-> J transitions 

for J +-> J - I transitions 
(•I) 

. The coupling between the two modes depends crucially on this a.sy11111wtry pa.ramckr. 

2 

If there is no damping iu t.11<' s_,·stcm. the intt·ract ion Ilamiltoniau ( I) can be dir<'cl ly 

applied to derin· the Ileisenlwrg <·quat ions of motion for I he field operators which. after . 

replacing tlw time/ by -11(w):::/c to deal with till' field propagation instead of tlw field 

in a cavity, have the simplP expom·nt.ial solutions oft he form 

a±(,)= exp {i, [ai(O)a±(O) + Ua~(O)a:,:(O)]} 11±(0). (-5) 

where 

11(,.:)H.: 
T=---. ( (i) 

C 

To dcscrib<· the field stat(' cvol11tio11 Ill<' <•,·olution OJH'ralor r(,) can lw ns<·(I. \\"hid1 is 

gi,·(•11 hy 

U(,) exp { i} [afa! + a~
1
a~ + ltiat"~"-"+]} 

<'xp { i} [i'1+(11+ - I)+ fr_(i',_ - I)+ ldi'1+11_]} (,) 

where \\"C ha,·p i11trod11c<'d tlw 1111111l)('r op('rnt.ors II±= o~a± for the two circularly po

larized modes. If tlw init.ial st.a.I<' of t.hl' field is a. rnhl'rl'nl state of <'llipticall_,· polariZ('d 

light. one obtains [ I OJ 

l~'•(T)) = U(,)lo+,n-) 

~ /}+)fi(-) l'X(>{i(11 o ·t /I 0 
~ ri+ u_ · +Y+ -'r-

n+,u-

+i5 [i1+(i1+ - I)+ 1L(,1_ - I)+ ldi1+11_]} li'i+. 1L). (~) 

where 

l <±) - •• ( I 12/•)Jln±I"± . - I I·· (. - l )"± - lXp - 11± - - C-., n± - 0± I xp ly± • 

V 11±: 
(!)) 

O-± a.rl' t.he a.mplit.udcs of t.lH' initial coherent. st.at.cs of t.hc l\\'o 1111Hks. ln±l1 ,11"1' till' 

mean n11mbc,rs of phot.011s, and 'r'± aw I.he phases of <1±- Prop1·rt.ics of such st al<'s ha,·C' 

been discussl'd hy Agarwal and l'uri [IO]. 

\Vlwn dissipation is i11t.rod11n·d int.o t.lll' s_yslcn1. t IH' stal1' oft Ill' licld can nu 11111µ,<'r 

he dcscribl'd by a pure slat.('. lik1• <'q11atio11 ( ~)- and I IH' d(•nsit_,. opnator d<'sniptio11 is 

:i 



necessary. A standard way of introducing the dissipation into t.111' :;ystem is to rnuple 

it to a reservoir of oscillators an<l after well known steps, to \\"rite down a mast<·r 

equation describing the evolution of the system with dissipation. For the syst <'Ill of 

two coupled nonlinear oscillators obtained by the Hamiltonian ( I), the corresponding 

master equation in the interaction picture has the following form [11) 

op 
f)t .

1
" [H1,P] 

z,i 

+ _I: {~i ([a;p,ar] + [a;,par]) + -;;i,; [ra;.pJ ,at]}, 
•=+.-

( 10) 

where 1; are the damping constants and ii; are tlw 1nean numlwrs of tlwrrnal photons. 

The exact solution to the master equation ( 10) has be<'n found by Chat urvPdi and 

Srinivasan [11]. In this paper we adopt their soluti~n to describe propagation of light 

in a Kerr medium with dissipation. \Ve assume tha.t the reservoir is at zero temperature 

( Tli = 0) and that the field is initially in a coherent state. l\foreover, we replace the 

time evolution of the density matrix by the coordinate dependence (assuming that tlw 

field propagates along the z coordinate). This means that the damping constants -,.± 

can be interpreted as the absorption coefficients (per unit length) related to the linear 

absorption of the medium. With these assumptions the solution to the master equal.ion 

( 10), in the number state basis, has the following form 

Pm+,m-;n+,n_(r) = (m+,m-lp(r)ln+,n_) 

= b(+)b(+lb(-lb(-) exp [- AT(a+ +a_)+ rb b (r)] 
m+ n+ m_ n_ 2 +, -

x exp{i[h+'P+ + 8_ip_ + i[8+(~+ + 2da_ -1) 

+ 8_(a_ + 2da+ - 1)] + A0+,s_(r)] }, (11) 

where the b~;1 are given by ( 9), and we have introduced the following notation 

17± = m± + n± } , ( 12) 
8± = m± -n± 

4 

r m,n(r) 

Am,n(7) 

7lm,n 

A~),(r) 

>. [A<+l(i-) + AH (r)] + n · -B<+l (r) +" · BH (t) · m,n n,m •1m,n m,n ·1n,m n,m , 

· 1Jm;nA~~(r) + 7ln,mAtl(r}- A [B~~l(r) + Btl(r)], 

m+2dn, 

la± 12 >. 
).2 2 [l-exp(->.r)cos(77m,nT)j, 

+ 11m,n 
. ' 

la 1
2 >. B(±)(r) = ± exp(->.r)sin(77m,n7)]. 

m,n ).2 + 7l!,n 

In equations ( 11 )-( 17) r is given b:y ( 6), and 

>. = ,+!"' = 1-I"', 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

describes the relative (with respect to the nonlinear coupling 1,,) damping constant 

assumed to be the same for. both modes. of the field. 

The solution ( 11) is exact and, despite the complexity of r6+,L(r) and A6+,L(r), 
' -, . ' ' ' ,. , ' -

its structure is quite transparent. If there is no absorption in the medium, .,\ = 0, both . ' . ' '·... ,. 

f 0+,0-(r) and As+,L(r) are zero, and the density matrix factorizes into components of 
' . . . ·, ' ,·· . ; . ' . 

th~ field s~at~ ( 8). The solution ( 11) will be used to calculate the expE;ctation values 
' • • ' ' • > ' " ' ' • 

and variances of the Stokes operators. 

3 Quantum fluctuations in the Stokes parameters 

The changes of the polari~ation of initially elliptically polarized light when it 

propagat~s through a n~nlinear I{err m~dium can be easily acco~nted for with the use 

of the Stokes parameters. In quantum treatment of the two-mode field considered in 

this paper, the following Hermitian Stokes operators can be defined [13] 

t . t 
So = a+a+ + a_a_ 

. t t : 
S1 = a+a- + a_a+ 

S "( t . . . t ) . 
2 = -z a+a- - a_a+ 

(19) 

S t t ' 
3 = a+a+ - a_a_ 

where a± ( al) are the annihilation. (creation) operators of the two circularly polarized -

modes. If the boson commutation: relations are applied for a± ,ti1cl al; it is easy .to 

'5 



check that the Stokes operators themselves satisfy the commutation relations 

· [S1, S2] = 2iS3 and cyclic interchange of indices 
(20) 

[S;,So] = 0, i = 1_,2,3. 

Moreover, we have 

Si+ Si+ S5 = So(So + 2). (21) 

The quantum mechanical expectation values of the Stokes operators ( 19) are the Stokes 

parameters describing the polarization of the light beam. For elliptically polarized light 

the parameters of the polarization ellipse are given by [9] 

tan20 = (S2)/(S1), } 

tan277 = (S3)/((S1)2 + (S2)
2

)
112, 

(22) 

where 0 is the azimuth of the polarization ellipse denoting the angle between the 

major axis of the polarization 'ellip~~ and the x axis, and 17 is the ellipticity parameter, 

--.1r/4 ~ 1] ~ 1r/4; tan77 describes the ratio of the semi-minor axis and the semi-m,ijor 

axis of the polarization ellipse and tlie ~ign defines its handedness (plus indicates right

handed polarization on the helicity convention). 

. The degree of polarization of the field can be defined as 

p = ( (Sn + (Si) + (SJ) )1/2 
(So) . 

(2;l) 

For the initial coherent state of elliptically polarized light the Stokes parameters have 

the values 

( 0 +, 0 -ISola+, 0 -) = lo:+12 + lo:~12 = lo:12 

(a+,a-lS1la+,a-) = 2Re(a'.+-a-) = lal2 cos277cos20 

(a+,o:-IS2la+,a-) = 2/m(a+a-) = lo.fLcos2qsin20 

(a+,cc!S3la+,a-) = lo:+12 - la-12 = lol2sin277 

(24) 

where·lo:12 _ill the total mean number of photons in the fteld while O = (<;>- - '-P+)/'2 

and 77 define the polarization ellipse. The degree of polarization P is in I.hi~ cas<· equal_ 

to unity. This means that the coherent state of the field corresponds to a cla.:;si1:,1.l, 

6 

I 
I 
j, 

~ 

) 

fully polarized field. However, the non-commutability .of the Stokes operators puts 

well known limits on measurements of the physical quantities represented by these 
~ ' . 

operators. For example, according to the commutation relations ( 20)', we have the 

following Heisenberg uncertainty relation 

(((~S1l2)((~S2)2))
112 2: l(S3)1- (2-5) 

Quantum fluctuations in the Stokes parameters of light propagating in a Kerr medi11m 

without losses have been discussed by Tanas and Kielich [9]. In this paper w.e wish 

to generalize those results including dissipation into the system; The exact solution 

( 11) to the master equation enables us to derin~ exact ana.lytical formulas for the 

. expectation values and variances.of the Stokes operators as well as the characteristics 

of the field polarization for the medium with dissipatio1i. 1 

The expectation values of I.he Stokes operators are given by 

00 

·(So) = L (n + m)p11 ,m,11,m(T) 

(S1) 

n,n,=0 

00 

L (n + m)b\,+llb),;J2 cxp[-.h'(n + m)] 
n,rn=O 

,x exp { (ln+l 2 + lo:..1 2 )[1 - exp(.\T)l} 

!of exp(->.T), 
00 

2Re L J(n + l)(m + l)pn,m+l;n+l,m(T) 
n,rn=O 

2lo+llo-lexp{->.T + r-1,1(T) 

+(lo+l2 + la-12
) {exp(-.\T) c~s[(l - 2d)r] - l}} 

x cos fr+ - '-P- + (lo+ 12 - lo- l2)cxp(-.\T) sin[(l - 2d)T] - A-1,1(T)} 

lol2 co~ 217 exp {->.T + L1,1 (i) + lol2 {exp(->.r) cos[(l - 2d)r] - l}} 

(26) 

x cos { 20 - iol 2 sin 217 exp(->.T) sin[( l - 2d)r] + A_1,1 ( r)} , (27) 
00 

(S2) 2/m L J(n + I )(m + l)p11,m+t;r1+1,m(T) 
n,1n=O 

lol2 cos 217 exp {-h + L 1,i(r) + lnl 2 {exp(-,\r)rn:s[( l - 2d)T] - l}} 

7. 



x sin { 20 - lal2 sin 277exp(-h) sin[(l -' 2d)r] + 1L1,1( r)} , 
00 

(S3} = L (n - m)pn,m;n,m(T) = lal2 sin217exp(-,\r), 
n,m=O 

(28) 

(29) 

where la 12, 20 =· '-P- - '-P+, and 77 are the parameters defining initial state of the field; ,\ 

describes the dissipation of the medium, and f _1,1(r) and A_1,i(r) are given by ( 13) 

and ( 14) or (A.3) and (A.4). It is to be kept in mind that ·the latter two quantities 

depend on T, and that they vanish for,\= 0. For,\= 0 the results ( 26)'--( 29) go over 

into the earlier results of Tanas and Kielich [9]. 

According ta ( 22) and ( 23), from ( 26)-( 29) we obtain 

tan 20(r) 

tan 277( T) 

p2(r) 

tan { 20 - lal2 sin 277 exp(-,\r) sin[(l - 2d)r] + A_1,1 ( r)} ,· (:JO) 

exp { -lal 2
{ exp( -,\r) cos[( 1 - 2d)r] - 1}} tan 217, (:31) 

sin2 277 + cos2 211exp{ 2lal2 {exp(-,\r) cos[(l -2d)r] - l} 

+2r-1,1(r) }- (:32) 

Formulas ( 30)-( 32) are exact quantum expressions describing the evolution of the 

polarization state of elliptically polarized field propagating in a Kerr medium with dis-
✓ • 

sipation. It is evident from ( 30)-( 32) (see also the Appendix) that all polarization 

parameters depend on 1 - 2d, that is, they crucially depend on the asymmetry param

eter d of the nonlinear medium. For d = 1/2, i. e. for 1/2 +-> 1/2 transitions, the 

polarization state of the field does not change. For _the fully symmetric susceptibility 

tensor x(w), d = 1, and there are changes in the polarization of the field. From'( 30) 

an_d (A.2) we obtain the following expression describing the rotation of the polarization 

ellipse 

1 . 1 - 2d { . . 
0(r) = 0 - 2 sm 277 ,\2 + (1 _ 2d) 2 (1 - 2d)lal2 exp(-,\r) sm[(l - 2d)r] 

+,\ [lal 2 
- lal 2 exp(-,\r)cos[(l - 2d)rl)} 

- 1 1 - 2d { . 
0- 2sin277 ,\2 + (l -

2
d)2 (1- 2d)S0 (r)sin[(l -2d)r] 

• +,\ [So(0) - So( T) cos[(l - 2d)r]] } , (33) 

8 

'Ji 
., 

i 

. ' 

'-~ .a 

'1 

where 

So( T) = (So) = lal2 exp(-,\r ), (34) 

according to ( 26). 

Formula ( 33) is the exact quantum formula, which evolves in two different 

"timescales" (in fact lengthscales): one associated with the nonlinearity of the medium 

(r), and another 'one related to the dissipation (,\r). For,\= 0, formula ( 33) repro

duces the earlier obtained result [9], which is still the quantum result and is periodic 

in (1- 2d)r. Only for T « l, when sin[(l - 2d)r] ~ (1 - 2d)r, the classical result is 

obtained; Another limit is,\» 1, in which only the term proportional to,\ in the large 

braces contributes if the terms of order ,\-1 are. retained. Again, the transition to the 

classical field is obtained by taking T « 1, i. e., by replacing cos[(l - 2d)r] with unity. . . 

This gives us the quantity [S0 (0)-S0 ( r)]/ ,\ that appears in-the solution of the problem 

for the classical field and the medium with dissipation. It is interesting to note that, 

despite the fact that this classical.result has been obtained from the quantum formula 

under assumption ,\ » 1, putting ,\ = 0 in the resulting formula leads to the same 

classical result which is obtained from the first term in the large braces of eq. ( 33) for 

,\ = 0 and r « 1. Thus, the classical result_ without dissipation can be obtained from 

eq. ( 33) in two different ways. For ,\ ~ 1, the effects of nonlinearity and dissipation 

are equally important, and in this case formula ( 33) must be used in its full form. In 

Fig. 1 the evolution of 0( T) is shown for different values of ,\, 17 = 7f /8, d = 1, and 

lal 2 = 0.25, 1, 4, 16. 

The ellipticity 11( T) given by eq. ( 31) exhibits the r-dependence that is a purely 

quantum effect (we have assumed the same absorption for both circular components of 

the field). The exponential does not appear for classical fields. For,\ = 0, eq. ( 31) goes 

over into the earlier result [9]. The evolution of 77(r) is drawn in Fig. 2 for different 

values of ,\, 77 = 1r /8, d = 1, and laj2 = 0.25, 1, 4, 16. As it is seen from Fig. 2, the 

ellipticity 77( r) approaches 1r /4 when lal2 » 1. Th~s means the circular polarization 

of .the field. Thus the quant_um fluctuation_s of the field_ cause that the field which 

remains polarized during the propagation can only be circularly polarized. For ,\ = 0 

9 



there is a quantum periodicity of the evolution which is removed by the dissipation. 

For T/ = 0, according to ( 31 ), there is no change i1_1 the ellipticity of the field which 

suggests that initially linear polarization remains linear during the evolution. This 

is true when speaking about the polarized part of the field. However, one can easily 

check, using eq.( 32), that in this case the degree of polarization rapidly deeps to zero, 

and there is no, practically, the polarized part of the field. The degree of polarization 

P(r) is plotted in Fig. 3 for T/ == 0;d = 1, and different values of lal2 and ,\: Th~ 

reduction of the degree of polarization is quite evident, and the dissipation prc·vents· 

ther~currence of the initial degree of polarization. From eq. ( 32) it is seen that' there is· 

a lower bound for the degree of polarization equal to I sin 2111- This means, foi· example, 

that for T/ = 1r /8 taken in Figs. 1' and 2 the degree of polarization P( r) · canilot fall 

below the value 1/,/2, i. e., the field retains quite a bit of its polarization. For tlie 

circular polarization the degree of polarization doe~ not change at all.· So, the effect of' 

quantum fiel_d fluctuations is most dramatic when linearly polarized· light propagates 

through an isotropic nonlinear medium. The changes in the degree of polarization for 

media without dissipation were discussed earlier [9, 10, 14]. We have also discussed 

the relation of the Stokes parameters with _the phase properties of the field [15]. 

To study the quantum fluctuations in the Stokes parameters, we calculate the vari

ances of. the Stokes operators and look at. their behaviour during the evolution. For 

the expectation values of the squares of the Stokes operator we get the relations 

(S;,2) = ±2ReL J(n + l}(n + 2)(m + l)(m + 2)Pn,m+2;n+2,m(T) 
n,m 

+ L(n'+ m + 2nm)Pn,m;n,m 
n,~ 

±½lal4 cos2 211 exp { lal2 [exp(:c-~7:) cos[2(1 - 2d)r] - 1] 

-2.\r + f _2,2(r)} cos{ 40 - jaj2sin211exp(-.\r) 

x sin[2(1 - 2d)r]'+ A-2,2(r)} 
1 . . . . . . 

+-lal4 cos2 211 exp(-2.\r) + lal2 exp('-AT), 
2 . . . 

IO' 

(:35) 

(Si) L(n + 111)2pn,m;n,m(r) 
n,1n 

lal4 sin2217exp(-2.\r) + jaj2exp(-.\r). (36) 

Formulas ( 35) and ( 36) together with ( 26)-( 29) and ( A.l )-( A.6) allow calculatio~s 

of the varia11ces of the Stokes parameters. The variances are intensity dependent, i. 

e., the quantum noise related with the measurement of the Stokes parameters is also 

intensity dependent. However, it is rather the relative noise, or the signal-to-noise ratio, 

that are interesting from the cx1wrimental point of view. One can ask the question: 

How will the quantum fluctuations of the field affect the signal-to-noise ratio '? Our 

exact analytical formulas will gi~<• immediately the answer to this question. Let us 

define the signal-to-noise ratio for t!IC' measurenwnts cif t.llC' St.ok<'s parameters as 

l(S;)I 
/l;(r) = J(S'f) - (S;)2 (i = I. 2. :J). (:37) 

The evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio ( :H) is plotted in Figs. •1-7 for various sets of 

the parameters. In Fig. 4 there are plots of R1(r) for 11 = 0,d = I, !ol2 = 0.25, 1,4, Hi, 

and (a) A= 0, (b) ,\ = 0.1. For,\= 0, i. e. the ahsenn· of damping in the system. the 

evolution of the signa.1-to-noise ratio is periodic. The initial value of the ratio is In 1- a$ 

it should be for the coheH•nt. st.at<' In). However, owing to the• quantum fluctuations 

of the field the ratio rapidly falls down if the field is strong. That is. even without 

damping in the system, the sig11al-to-noise ratio deteriorates drastically making the 

measurement of (S1 ) less certain. The presence of damping deteriorates t'he signal-to

noise ratio still further, as it is seen from Fig. 4.(b), and it removes the periodicity of 

the evolution. For the linear polarization of the initial field, 11 = 0 and sin 17 = 0. a1id 

both (S2) and, (S3 ) are zero all the time. That is. the only signa.l we can measur<' in 

the case of linea1:polarizatiem is (S1 ). 

For elliptical polarizatiirn with 1/ = 1r /8., we hav(• the sit.nation illustrat.c•d i11 Figs. 

5-7, where R 1(r), /l2(r), am! /(1(r) are plotted for 11 = ir/8 and all otlwrparamd.ers 

being tlH' same a,s in Fig: 4. ThP sig·na.l-t.o-t1<>ise ratio Hi(r) is lower initially than for 

linear polarization. it. is now lnll rns 2111 i11st.c•ad of lnl, tlwrc are some• oscillatio11s at. 
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the initial stages of the evolution if the field is strong, hut deterioration of t.lH' ratio 

owing to quantum fluctuations and dissipation is evident. The rat.io R2 ( T ), shown in 

Fig. 6, grows up initially indicating the conjugate cha.rad.er of S'2 with respect t.o S1• 

as one could expect from the commutation relation ( 20) and the 1mcc·rtainty rdat.ion 

( 25). However, at later times quantum fluctuations of the field dC'teriorat.c this ratio 

as well. Of course, the dissipation still worsens the situation. 

The behaviour of R3 ( T) is different: if there is no damping Jl3 ( T) is constant. and 

equal to loll sin 2111, and it is damped when ,\ -/= 0. This is shown i11 Fig. 7. So, I.lit' 

quantum fluctuations of the field do not deteriorate I.he precision of 111easun·111c11t. of I.he· 

Stokes parameter (S3 ). This can be explained by the fact that this Stokes pa.ra11wt.c·r 

d_escribes the circularly polarized part of the field which is 1101. a.ffect<•<l d11ri11g t-llC' 

propagation in the isotropic nonlinear medium. The 011ly evolution is t.11<• wsult. of 

the linear damping of the field. The quantum character of the field propagating iu an 

isotropic Kerr medium manifests itself most strongly when the field is linearly poh1ri;1,cd. 

4 Conclusion 

vVe have considered the quantum field of elliptical polariza.t.io11 propagating in an 

isotropic, nonlinear Kerr medium with dissipation finding the exact aua.lyt.ical formulas 

describing the evolution of the Stokes para.meters, which defiuc ll1e polari;1,al.ion of 

the field, and the evolution of their variances,· which describe quautum f111ct11at.io11s 

in the Stokes para.meters. We have applied the exact. iml11t.io11 of tlH' mast.er equation 

obtained recently by Chaturvedi and Sri11ivasan [II] t.o find tlw c,vol11t.io11 of t.11(' St.ok1·s 

para.meters and their variances. The quantum chara.ct,er of tl1e field affc·ds c,ss<'11t.ially 

the polarization of light propagating in the medium. In case of linear polarization 

there is a rapid decrease of the degree of polarization. For the elliptical polari;1,atio11 

there is a lower bound for the degree of polariza.tio11 equal to I si11 2,JI, which 111C'a.11s 

that the circular polarization remains unchanged during the evolution. TIIC' r<'s11lts for 

the azimuth of the polarization ellipse, its ellipticity, aml th<· degree or pola.ri;1,a.tio11 are 
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illustrated graphically for various sets of pa.ramciers. There an-• quantum effects that 

can be found in the evolution of these quaut.il.i<'s despite t.lw fact that they arc ddined · 

by the expect.at.ion values of thC' Stok<'s operators t.hat. an• linear in intensity. 

The quantum noise of tlH' Stok<'s paran1eters of light. propagating in a Kerr medium 

is discussed in def.ail. Th(' ernlut ion of the signal-to-noise ratio for the measurements 

of the Stokes parameters is studied. It is shown that quantum fluctuations of the 

strong field drastically deteriorate the signal-to-nois<' ratio for the measurements of the 

Stokes parameters (S'i) aud (S2 ) related wit.h the linear polarization of the field. The 

para.meter (S3 ), rclat.ed t.o t.11(' !'ircula.r polarizatio11 of tlw fic·ld. is 110! affected by the 

qua11tu111 flud.11at.io11s. As 011<· !'ould <·xpect. the dissipation i11 the sysl<'lll loll'ers the 

signal-t.o-11oise ratio in a.ny cas<'. 011r <•xad. formulas t.l1at. iuc!tuk li1H'ar dampi11g allow 

for the qua.11t.ita.tive assessnl('11t of its d<·struct.in• rol<· in t.lw qua11t um evolut.ion of the 

field. 

Appendix 

For co11,·cnienc<', iu this ,\ pp<•ndix 11·c writ<· doll'II t.hl' <·xplicit <·xpressions for 

l',,,,n(r) and A,,.,n(T) needed for our calculat.ions iu this pap<'r. Let. us de!i1w t.11<' quau

tit.ies 

lnl2 ,\ . 
,\2 [/. { j2 ( I - <·xp(-,\T) ms[!.-( I - 2d)]) , + :( I - 2<) 

Ak(T) (;\.I) . 

lnl2
,\ • • · 

~2 [!.· _·>I ]2 cxp(-h) s111[/.:( I - 2d)]. , + ( I -cl 
/Jk( T) ( . .\.2) 

Using ( A.I) and ( A.2). from t.lw g<'tl('ral expressicins ( 1:1) ( 17). WI' rn11 deriw tllC' 

following relations: 

L1,1(T) = ,\J\i(T) + (1 - 2d)1Ji(T). (:\.;J) 

i\_1,1(T) = si1121J[-(l-2d):1i(r)+,\/Ji(r)]. (,\.-1) 

L2,2( T) = ,\1\z( T) + 2( I - 2d) IJA T ). (.\.:i) 

A-2,2(T) = si11211[-2(1-2d).-l'.!(T)+.\/J2 (r)]. (,\.(i) 
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.' TaHacb P.,. ram1;or U.' ,EJ7-91-304 
KBaHTOBbie qJJiyKTyaIJ;HH napaMeTPO_B CToKca 

. ,l];J1.H CBeTa, pacnpocTpaH.HIOll\eroc~ B .HqettKe 
Keppa. C p;HCCHIIaIJ;ttett ·. . - . . 
' . : )ln.H CBeTa, pacnpocTpclH.HIOll\e I'OC.H B .HqettKe Keppa · C ~HCCH
naIJ;ttett; nonyqeHhJ ToqHbJe attan'ttTttqecKtt~ Bb1pa)KeHtt.H, onttcbrna..: 
IOll\tte'. '.:H;OJ1IOIJ;HIO cpep;HHX ~ 3Haq'eHttll' H ,a;ttcnepcHett onepaTcipoB 

) . ' ·' , ' ' . ·, " ,, ' . \ 

CToKca ~ .JloKa3aHo, qTo KBaHTOBbie. tpJiyKTyaIJ;ttH nomi: CYll.lecT:.. 
BeHHO. BO3MYll\alOT IlOJ1.HPli::aIJ;HIO/ HOJ1.H; . IIoriyqeHb{ H npottJIJ1IOCTPH
po13aHb! rpaqmqecKH HB~bie KBaHTOiibie cooTHorneHH.H ·~ · on11c~rnruo:-i 

' • ,1 ' < . . , . ' ' _., , ' \ . \ . 
ll\He KaK HaKJ1OH . H ·3J1J1HilT¥IqHOCTb IlOJ1.HpH3aIJ;HOHHOI'O .'.:lJ1J1HITCa, 
;,a~ 1 H CTeneHb n~:rrnp,H3aIJ;HH'; 06cy)Kp;aJOTC.H KBaHTOBbie qJJ1yK - I 

TyaIJ;ttH napi!M~TpOB CTOKCa, .·· _ , IlOKa3aHo ~ 'ITO B, npoIJ;ecc~ .3BO
J1IOIJ;HH OTHOll!ettr-ie t'.HrHana K 'IIIYMYi ,1];OJ1)KHO COKpall\aTbC.H KBaHTO
BblMH 'qiny~TyaIJ;tt.HMH. 51BHo rioKa3aHa ponb 'j:~uccttnaIJ;HH Ha ocHo-

;-:Be TOqHoro. aHaJJHTHqeCKOI'O peIIIeHH.H. 1 • • ·, 1 '' • • •• 

·Pa6oTa BblilOJ1HeHa B ITci6opaTopHII TeopeTttqecKoii <l>tt3HKH'. 
OIUHI '; . ' / . •,' . ; . '.\ . . ; < I - .•· . . . I ' i I : • ' ' ' ' '. ,: 

: IlpenpHHT 061,enHH·a1Horo HHCTHT}'Tll anepHbIX HCCJiell;OB8HHH, lly6Ha 1991 
I . ,-' ' , . ' , ' - ' .-~ . . 

_I "\ 
,.---'-..:,.;-:......,----;---;::-:-;--:---~-;------,-----:----'---~---

Tanai' R.c; dantsog 1 Ts., . ·: { . El?-91-304 
Quantum .FluCtuatioris in. the Stokes ' 

. \ 
1
, Paraineters of L\ght P~opagating • 

· in a Kerr.Medium with Dissipation 
j "- • I ',, 

Exact analyt;ical expressions. des.cribing' the' evolution 
of the expectation values and the variaric~s·of the-Stokes 

. ' . . . ~ " . , . ,·,. ' . ' - , ~ / \ - . --._ ' 

, operat.ors are.derived. for the elliptically_'polarized 
'light ·propagating in a Kerr ine.dium with dissipation. It . 
is: shown that quantum fluctuations of the field e'ssent:ia.:. 
lly affect th~ po1ariz~tion of the field. The explicit . 

' , , . • ',' ) I·" , ) . , '_.,' 

quantum .formulas describing•theazimuth-and the,eJ_lipti-:: 
ci ty of .the" polarization ellipse as well as. the degree • · 

. of .. polarization •. are deri~d and illustrated .graphically: 
Quantum fluctuations iri the Stokes parameters are discus-:
sed, and; t_he e,volution of.:, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
shown. to'be_reduced .. by the. quantum· field fluctuations . 

'RoJ.,e!of the.dissipation is shown ~xplicitly in a'fully 
quantitative way from ,the exact analytical solutions. 

,' i , / 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
. of, Theoretical Physics; JINR. ' . . ! . 
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